
Journal of The Korean Astronomial Soiety35: 1 � 11, 2002 Chandra X-ray Observations of Early Type GalaxiesDong-Woo KimHarvard-Smithsonian Center for Astrophysis, 60 Garden Street, Cambridge, MA 02138, USAE-mail: kim�fa.harvard.edu(Reeived mmm, dd, 2003; Aepted ???. ??,2003)ABSTRACTWe review reent observational results on early type galaxies obtained with high spatial resolutionChandra data. With its unpreedented high spatial resolution, Chandra reveals many intriguing featuresin early type galaxies whih were not identi�ed with the previous X-ray missions. In partiular, various�ne strutures of the hot ISM in early type galaxies are deteted, for example, X-ray avities whihare spatially oinident with radio jets/lobes, indiating the interation between the hot ISM and radiojets. Also point soures (mostly LMXBs) are individually resolved down to Lx = a few x 1037 ergse�1 and it is for the �rst time possible to unequivoally investigate their properties and the X-rayluminosity funtion. After orreting for inompleteness, the XLF of LMXBs is well reprodued by asingle power law with a slope of -1.0 { -1.5, whih is in ontrast to the previous report on the existeneof the XLF break at LX;Eddington = 2 x 1038 erg se�1 (i.e., Eddington luminosity of a neutron starbinary). Carefully onsidering both deteted and undeteted, hidden populations of point soures wefurther disuss the XLF of LMXBs and the metal abundane of the hot ISM and their impat on theproperties of early type galaxies.Key words : X-rays:Galaxies { Galaxies: Elliptials and Lentiular, D { galaxies: ISMI. INTRODUCTIONHigh quality X-ray data obtained with the unpree-dented sub-arse resolution (van Speybroek 1997) ofthe Chandra X-ray Observatory (Weisskopf et al. 2000)are unovering mysteries of the Universe. With XMM-Newton in orbit, another European X-ray satellite, itis now the most exiting time in X-ray Astronomyand Astrophysis. The signi�antly improved spatialresolution is partiularly ritial in studying extendedsoures, suh as the hot ISM in early type galaxies. Itis well known that the hot ISM is maintained in 0.5 {1 keV in both elliptial and spiral galaxies, the formeroften ontaining a large amount of the hot ISM (eg.,Fabbiano, Kim, & Trinhieri 1992). In addition to thehot ISM, there are various X-ray emitting soures inearly type galaxies, suh as AGNs (ative galati nu-lei) and LMXBs (low mass X-ray binaries). However,they have not been well identi�ed by the previous X-ray missions, mainly due to the poor spatial resolution.With the superb Chandra resolution, for the �rst time,we are able to diretly detet various X-ray soures andinvestigate individual omponents without ambiguity.As an example of high quality Chandra images ofearly type galaxies, Figure 1 shows the X-ray emittinghot ISM of NGC 4636 (see also Jones et al. 2002). NGC4636 is one of the X-ray bright elliptial galaxies in theVirgo luster with Mgas = 2 x 1010 M� (Fabbiano etal. 1992). As opposed to featureless, smooth X-ray im-ages obtained in the pre-Chandra X-ray missions (eg.,Trinhieri et al. 1994), the Chandra image is revealingin detail �ne sub-strutures of the hot ISM. In NGC4636, there exists a spiral arm-like feature, extending
Fig. 1.| Chandra X-ray image of NGC 4636, an ellip-tial galaxy in the Virgo luster. The image is adaptivelysmoothed with smooth available in CIAO. A spiral arm-like feature is seen inside the �0.8 keV degree hot gas. Thelarge ellipse indiates the optial �gure of NGC 4636 (D25).{ 1 {



2 Kimto both sides (upper-left and lower-right) of the enterof NGC 4636. They are about 8 kp long. The sharpleading edges are interpreted as shok fronts assoiatedwith the reent nulear ativity (Jones et al. 2002).This subtle, �ne struture learly illustrates why thespatial resolution is so important.With the Chandra data, we now have unontrover-sial proof of the existene of populations of X-ray bina-ries in all E and S0 galaxies and of their large ontribu-tion partiularly to the emission of X-ray-faint galaxies(see Sarazin et al. 2001; Angellini et al. 2001; Kimand Fabbiano 2003a). In Figure 2, the Chandra X-rayimage of NGC 1399 is shown. NGC 1399, a dominantelliptial galaxy in the Fornax luster, is also one of theX-ray bright elliptial galaxies with Mgas = 4 x 1010M� (Fabbiano et al. 1992). Again the Chandra imagereveals that the di�use X-ray emission is far from be-ing smooth. It also shows AGN in the enter, althoughweak, ompared to typial AGNs. The most strikingresult is that 140 point soures are identi�ed inside thegalaxy (Angellini et al. 2001). In addition to beingidenti�ed as a point soure, their spetral properties(kT � 5-10 keV) and radial distribution (following theradial distribution of the optial, stellar light) learlysupport that they are mainly LMXBs with an aret-ing neutron star. So far, the existene of LMXBs wassuggested only by indiret means, for example, by an-alyzing mixed spetra extrated within a large beamor by extrapolating soures found in nearby galaxies.With Chandra, we are now able to investigate individ-ual point soures in detail.In setion II, we present in detail results of a asestudy with NGC 1316 to illustrate �ne sub-struturesof the hot ISM and the importane of ompleteness indetermining the XLF of LMXBs. In setion III, we ap-ply the same tehnique to a large sample of early typegalaxies to determine average properties of LXMBs.Taking a full aount of a hidden population of LMXBs,we disuss the metal abundane of the hot ISM by uti-lizing both Chandra and XMM data in setion IV andthe binding mass of early type galaxies in setion V.We �nally summarize our results in setion VI.II. Case Study: NGC 1316NGC 1316, also alled Fornax A for its radio soure,is one of the peuliar elliptial galaxies with numeroustidal tails that suggest a reent merger history, severallow-mass, gas-rih mergers ourring over the last 2-3Gyr (Shweizer 1980; Kim, Fabbiano and Makie 1998).With the previous ROSAT HRI observations, Kim etal. (1998) suggested, with a marginal statistial signif-iane, a possible interation between the hot ISM andradio jets, whih was the �rst evidene reported in ellip-tial galaxies. Now, the Chandra observations on�rmthat the hot ISM ontains X-ray valleys (or avities),devoid of hot gas, where the radio jets in projetionpropagate. Figure 3 shows the diretion of radio jets(from the 1.5GHz VLA map of Figure 2b in Geldzahler

Fig. 2.| Chandra X-ray image of NGC 1399, an elliptialgalaxy in the Fornax luster. The green ellipse, partiallyseen at the orners, indiates the optial �gure of NGC1399 (with a size of 7 armin). Within the optial galaxy,more than 100 point soures, mostly low-mass X-ray bina-ries (LMXB), are individually identi�ed.and Fomalont 1984) superposed on the X-ray image.The radio jets propagate along PA � 120Æ and 320Æand slightly bend at their ends toward PA � 90Æ and270Æ, respetively (Geldzahler and Fomalont 1984). Itis learly seen that the radio jets in projetion (1) runperpendiular to the diretion of the NE-SW elongationof the entral X-ray distribution, whih is also the di-retion of the optial �gure, and (2) propagate throughthe valleys of the X-ray emission, on�rming the resultsof the ROSAT HRI observations (Kim et al. 1998).This alignment suggests that the X-ray valleys are av-ities in the hot ISM aused by exlusion of hot gasfrom the volumes oupied by the radio jets. Similarrelations between the radio jets/lobes and X-ray fea-tures have been reported in the Chandra observationsof several early type galaxies and lusters, e.g., NGC4374 (Finoguenov and Jones 2001), Hydra A (MNa-mara et al. 2000), Perseus luster, (Fabian et al. 2000)and Abell 4095 (Heinz et al., 2002).Although NGC 1316 has luminous radio lobes (thethird brightest objet in the sky), the radio emissionfrom the ative galati nuleus (AGN) is relativelyfaint. Fornax A ontains a relatively weak radio orewith a total power of �1038 erg se�1 (Geldzahler andFomalont 1984). We note that the urrent nulear ra-dio power is too weak to sweep the hot ISM out of theX-ray avities as it would take longer than �10 Gyr forthe minimum energy required by pV �1056 erg, where
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Fig. 3.| Chandra X-ray image of the entral part of NGC1316, another elliptial galaxy in the Fornax luster. Thehorizontal bar at the lower left orner indiates 10 arse.The red lines, extending toward left (and slightly lower)and upper-right from the nuleus, indiate the diretion andextent of radio jets, whih in projetion oinide with theX-ray valleys.the pressure was taken from Kim et al. (1998). Thisindiates that the nulear ativity was muh strongerin the past, as suggested by Ekers et al. (1983). Merg-ers, whih took plae a few Gyr ago, might have ignitedthe AGN ativity, whih in turn swept out the hot gasand also powered the huge radio lobes.The spetrum of the nulear soure (with Lx = 5 x1039 erg se�1) is well �tted with a power-lawwith pho-ton index �ph �1.7, typial for bright AGNs. Based onthe relationship between MBH and the stellar veloitydispersion � (Tremaine et al. 2002), the estimated massof the nulear blak hole of NGC 1316 is aboutMBH =1-2 x 108 M� for � = 221 km se�1 (Kuntshner 2000).The X-ray luminosity of the nulear soure then orre-sponds only to 10�6 x LEddington. The nature of thesub-Eddington AGN is extensively disussed in reentliteratures and we refer for further disussions of thistype of soures to e.g., Ho et al. (2001), Pellegrini etal. (2002), Fabbiano et al. (2003).In ontrast to NGC 4636 (Figure 1) and NGC 1399(Figure 2), NGC 1316 is an X-ray faint elliptial galaxywith Mgas = 109 M�, about 3% of that in NGC 1399(Kim et al. 1998). The main X-ray soure from the X-ray faint elliptial galaxies is LMXBs, instead of the hotISM omponent whih is the dominant soure in typialX-ray bright galaxies. NGC 1316 is, therefore, a goodtarget to investigate the LMXB population. The u-

Fig. 4.| X-ray luminosity funtion (XLF) of point soureswithin D25 of NGC 1316. The binned and unbinned dataare denoted by open squares and a dotted line, respetively.The solid histogram indiates the model predition witha single power law, �tted at Lx > 1.2 x 1038 erg se�1.Three red squares and blue triangles at the lowest Lx binsrepresent the XLF orreted using two di�erent approahesfor estimating inompleteness in soure detetion.mulative XLF is shown in Figure 4, where both binned(open squares) and unbinned (dotted line) distributionsare plotted. A single power-law model was used to re-produe the data with Lx > 1.2 x 1038 erg se�1 whereompleteness starts to drop. The best-�t power-lawslope is -1.3 � 0.05. These values are onsistent withthose found in other early type galaxies (e.g. Sarazinet al. 2000), but muh steeper than those in spiralsand star burst galaxies (Prestwih et al. 2001; Zezasand Fabbiano 2002), indiating di�erent stellar evolu-tion histories. The XLF beomes atter with dereas-ing soure luminosity. We have investigated this e�etfurther to asertain if it may be due to a physial breakin the distribution of soure luminosities (e.g. as sug-gested by Sarazin et al. 2000; Blanton et al. 2001 inother early-type galaxies), or it may result from biasesa�eting the detetion threshold of the data. We haverun extensive simulations to quantitatively assess in-ompleteness. Figure 5 illustrates inompleteness andits impat on the XLF determination (for details, seeKim and Fabbiano 2003a). The orreted XLFs usingtwo independent tehniques are plotted in Figure 4 (redsquares and blue triangles). The orretions are on-sistent with eah other and learly demonstrate thatthe single power law (the solid line histogram), thatwas determined from the unorreted XLF at Lx > 1.2x 1038 erg se�1, does �t well the orreted data. Inonlusion, the apparent attening of the XLF of NGC



4 Kim1316 is fully aountable by inompleteness and we �ndno evidene of breaks, down to soure luminosities of�3 x 1037 erg se�1.As the XLF is steep (� < -1), there will be a sig-ni�ant number of faint, undeteted LMXBs, mixedwith the di�use X-ray emission and the ontribution ofthe hidden population of LMXBs to the observed X-ray emission ritially depends on the low-luminosityXLF. As seen in the bulge of M31, it is possible to havea break at Lx � 1037 erg se�1 (Kong et al. 2002).If the XLF ontinues as an uninterrupted power-lawdown to 1037 erg se�1, the total X-ray luminosity ofthe hidden population of LMXBs of NGC 1316 wouldbe omparable to that of the deteted soures. If theXLF has a break at the lowest observed Lx (i.e., � 3x 1037 erg se�1), the luminosity ratio of hidden to de-teted soures is about 0.4. We note that the amountof hard omponent required in the spetral �tting ofthe di�use X-ray emission is fully within this aept-able range. The hidden population of LMXBs is alsoimportant to measure the spetral parameters of thehot ISM suh as temperature and metal ontents bothof whih are ritial to understand the struture andevolution of the hot ISM and the galaxy (see setionIV.)III. XLF of LXMBs: Is there a universal XLFbreak?It was previously suggested that the XLF of LMXBsin early type galaxies exhibits a break at the Edding-ton luminosity of neutron stars (LX;Eddington = 2�1038erg se�1), possibly indiating di�erent populations ofLMXBs onsisting of neutron stars and blak holes(e.g., Sarazin et al. 2000; Blanton et al. 2001). It isintriguing beause this result bears an important keyto aretion physis (eg., Belzynski et al. 2003) and itould also be used as a distane estimator (Sarazin etal. 2000). However, we do not �nd any break in NGC1316 (Kim and Fabbiano 2003a) down to a few x 1037erg se�1 when inompleteness orretions were appliedby way of two independent methods of extensive MonteCarlo simulations. We have applied the same tehniqueof ompleteness orretion to other early type galaxiesfor whih Chandra data are publily available. In gen-eral, near the enter of early type galaxies where thePSF is usually smallest as the galaxy enter is mostlylikely at the fous, the strong di�use emission onsid-erably redues the detetion probability. On the otherhand, at the outskirts, the PSF beomes onsiderablylarger, hene the detetion probability beomes lower(see Figure 5).Figure 6 illustrates XLFs before and after the inom-pleteness orretion with 14 early type galaxies (Kimand Fabbiano 2003b). It is lear that there is no `uni-versal` break at LX;Eddington, the boundary betweenneutron star and blak hole binaries.The aurate measurement of XLFs provides an im-portant lue for our understanding of the star formation
Fig. 5.| (a) Spatial distribution of simulated soures(marked by x) for the ACIS observation of NGC 1316. Airle on x indiates a detetion, while x with a irle indi-ates a non-detetion. Only 1000 random soures are plot-ted, for visibility. (b) Comparison of input (solid line) andmeasured (dotted line) XLFs (made with 20,000 simulatedsoures). The ratio of deteted to input numbers of souresis applied diretly to orret XLF. The inompleteness be-omes signi�ant at Lx �< 1038 erg se�1.
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Fig. 6.| XLFs of LXMBs from 14 early type galax-ies (a) before and (b) after orretion. The loation ofLX;Eddington = 2 x 1038 erg se�1 is marked by vertialbars in both �gures.

history via the formation and evolution of binary sys-tems in early type galaxies In partiular, it is expetedthat the Eddington-limited aretion leads to a 'bump'in XLF at LX;Eddington (eg., Belzynski et al. 2003),whih might look similar to the XLF break. With theombined XLF, we limit the bump to be an order of20% or less. The absene of the strong bump suggeststhat the Eddington limit is not playing an importantrole in aretion and this onstraint should be takeninto aount to build theoretial models.In addition to the importane of the XLF (and itsimpliation on the star formation history) and the pres-ene or absene of the XLF break (and its e�et on a-retion physis), the XLF slope at the fainter luminos-ity end potentially implies that a onsiderable numberof point soures are undetetable even in the Chan-dra observations. Without proper onsideration of thehidden population of LMXBs, many important resultsobtained with the X-ray data will be seriously in ques-tion. In partiular, they inlude two important physialquantities whih ould be diretly measured by the X-ray data: the metal abundane of the hot ISM and thebinding mass. The next two setions are dediated tothese two issues.IV. Metal Abundane in the Hot ISMThe abundane of heavy elements is one of the keyquantities for our understanding of the evolutionarystatus of the hot ISM in terms of the supernova rate(Ia and II), IMF, mass ejetion and onset of galatiwinds (eg., Renzini et al. 1993; Matteui and Gibson1995). Yet its measurement is diÆult and ontrover-sial. While stellar evolution models (with both TypeII and Ia SNe) predit the Fe abundane to be 2-5times solar (eg., Arimoto et al. 1997), observationalresults tend to suggest lower, even sub-solar values(e.g., Awaki et al. 1994). This apparent disrepanyis at least in part due to our inability to �nd the or-ret spetral model. Di�erent models may give aept-able spetral �ts, and the aepted pratie is to adoptthe simplest possible model; however the answer maynot be astrophysially meaningful, beause of the om-plexity of the X-ray soures. Fits of the ROSAT andASCA data with single temperature Raymond-Smithspetra (with/without an additional hard omponentfor LMXBs) suggested a hot ISM almost totally devoidof metals in early type galaxies (eg., Awaki et al. 1994;Loewenstein et al. 1994; Davis and White 1996; Mat-sumoto et al. 1997; Iyomoto et al 1998), while moreomplex models allowed a metal ontent more in keep-ing with the stellar metalliities (e.g., Trinhieri et al.1994; Kim et al., 1996; Buote and Fabian, 1998; Mat-sushita et al 2000). With the Chandra observations ofNGC 1316, Kim and Fabbiano (2003a) ould removethis ambiguity and onviningly exlude the possibil-ity of extremely low metal abundanes in the hot ISMby removing the regions of the data-ube oupied bydeteted point-like soures (AGN and LMXBs) from



6 Kimthe spetral data and by establishing the temperaturegradient of the hot ISM. Buote et al. (2003; astro-ph/0205362) have reently reported a similar resultfrom the analysis of the XMM-Newton spetra of NGC5044. However, neither of these observations ould pro-vide Fe abundanes as high as a few times solar, asthose suggested by stellar evolution models (e.g., Ari-moto et al. 1997)The best results an be obtained by ombining theapabilities of Chandra and XMM-Newton - Chandraan identify LMXBs deep into the luminosity funtion,while XMM-Newton provides high S/N spetra. Thisis demonstrated by our reent analysis of NGC 507, agroup-dominant X-ray bright elliptial galaxy. Previ-ous measurements of the metal (mainly Fe) abundanein the hot ISM of NGC 507 span a wide range from 0.3to 2 solar, depending on spetral models applied (Kim& Fabbiano 1995; Matsumoto et al. 1997; Buote 2000).With our reent Chandra and XMM-Newton analysis(Kim, Fabbiano and Brikhouse, 2003 in preparation;also in 2002 BAAS 34, 14.04), we �nd that (1) the tem-perature inreases outward (on�rming the results ofKim and Fabbiano 1995) from 0.7 to 1.3 keV and (2) theX-ray spetrum extrated from the entral 80" region iswell reprodued by a 3 omponent model, onsisting of0.7 keV soft thermal emission + 1.3 keV thermal emis-sion + 5-10 keV hard LMXB omponent (it is also wellreprodued by a ooling ow model with kTlow=0.7 +a hard LMXB omponent). Yet the determination ofmetal abundane is still not lear-ut. The best �t Feabundane (ZFe) is either (ase A) �< 1 solar, or (aseB) 2-3 solar, depending on the amount of absorption(important at lower energies, �< 0.7 keV) and the on-tribution to the di�use X-ray emission from the hiddenpopulation of LMXBs (important at higher energies, �>2 keV). See Figure 6 for ase A and B. Note that the�tting results are remarkably similar. The degenerayours beause the amount of absorption and (hidden)LMXBs ould redue/enhane model preditions at thelow and high energies, ie., e�etively altering the re-quired strength of the Fe peak at �1 keV. In ase B, therequired absorption is onsistent with the galati NHand the LMXB omponent is similar to that of NGC1316 (after saling for LB) with a hidden population ofLMXBs down to 1037 erg se�1 (where XLF starts toatten in the deep Chandra observations of the bulgeof M31; Kong et al. 2002). Therefore, ase B may befavored over ase A where NH would be double andthe LMXB ontribution would be 1/4. If on�rmed,this would be the �rst observational evidene that theFe abundane is a few times solar, as predited by thestellar evolution model (eg., Arimoto et al. 1997).However, the interpretation of NGC 507 spetra suf-fers from two unertainties in: (1) the exat amountof absorption and (2) the ontribution from (hidden)LMXBs.The galati line of sight NH is 5.3 � 1020 m�2.Neither IRAS FIR (Knapp et al. 1989) nor HI obser-
Fig. 7.| An example of spetral degeneray. NGC 507XMM spetra are well reprodued with 3-omponent mod-els with widely di�erent ZFe. (a) ZFe = 0.6-0.8 solar withNH = 2 x galati and a hard omponent = 1/4 for itsLB . (b) ZFe = 2-3 solar with NH = galati and a hardomponent omparable for its LB .



PROCEEDINGS 7vations (Knapp et al. 1985) of NGC 507 indiate signif-iant internal absorption from NGC 507 and appears tosupport ase B. However, Arabadjis & Bregman (1999)suggested that while for NH;21m < 5�1020 m�2 thereis a tight relationship between NH;21m and the X-rayabsorption olumn NH;X , for NH;X �> 5 � 1020 m�2the X-ray absorption olumn NH;X ould be doubleNH;21m due to galati moleular gas. The suggestedextra absorption is similar to what is required in aseA. We therefore need an independent way of measuringthe exat amount of absorption.The Chandra observations of NGC 507 have de-teted only a small number (3 in the 16 ks ACIS-Sobservation and 5 in the 40ks ACIS-I observation) ofnon-nulear point soures within D25, mainly beauseNGC 507 is too far away (D=65.8 Mp; only soureslike ULXs would have been deteted, see Kim, Fab-biano and Brikhouse 2003). To determine the amountof the LMXB omponent, we relied on the relationshipbetween the X-ray luminosity of LMXBs and the op-tial luminosity of the galaxy. However, LX(LMXB)for a given optial luminositymay vary from one galaxyto another by as muh as a fator of 4 (e.g., White etal. 2002), whih makes ase A and ase B of NGC 507indistinguishable. The best approah is, therefore, toidentify as many LMXBs as possible and remove themfrom the di�use X-ray emission. We are urrently work-ing with a large data set to better onstrain these twounertainties.Based on the sub-solar metal abundanes estimatedwith ASCA spetra, it was suggested that SN II domi-nate in young early-type galaxies and drive early gala-ti winds. This would imply a onsiderably atter IMFand require a lower SN Ia ativity (eg., Loewensteinet al. 1994; Mushotzky et al. 1994; Matsumoto etal. 1997), than had been assumed in these galaxies onthe basis of stellar evolution models (eg., Renzini et al.1993; Arimoto et al. 1997). However, these onlusionsare questionable, until the metal abundane is unam-biguously determined. In partiular the relative abun-dane of Fe and �-elements is key to disriminate theimportane of SN type II and type Ia (eg., Renzini etal. 1993; Loewenstein et al. 1994) and hene provides aimportant lue for the evolution of the hot ISM and thewhole galaxy. It appears that the relative abundaneof Fe to Si (or S) is more or less onstant, regardless ofspetral models, in the ase of NGC 507 (either ase Aor B above). ZSi=ZFe is 1 - 1.4, depending on the solarvalue of Fe [note that the meteori value is about 1.4times smaller than the photospheri value of Andersonand Grevesse (1989)℄, indiating that 30-70% of the Femass is originated from SN Ia.V. Binding Mass of Early Type GalaxiesAnother important yet ontroversial topi has beenthe ability of measuring the gravitational mass of Eand S0 galaxies, based on the assumption of hot ha-los in hydrostati equilibrium (see e.g. Fabbiano 1989;

Trinhieri, Fabbiano & Canizares 1986). In partiu-lar, it was pointed out by the above authors that thismethod would not apply (or at least would be ex-tremely unertain) in the ase of X-ray-faint galaxies.The mass measurement based on the equation of hydro-stati equilibrium (see e.g. disussion in Trinhieri et al1986) hinges on 4 quantities (outer radius of the halo,temperature, density and temperature gradients at thisradius). For example, in NGC 1316, Kim and Fabbiano(2003a) have found that the X-ray binaries dominatethe emission at the outer radii, while the gas extendsout to �60" (5.4 kp). For omparison, Forman et al(1985) have taken 19 kp of the halo radius in the massestimate, omparable to the radius of the region withinwhih LMXBs are deteted. The temperature of thehalo was assumed to be 1 keV (as opposed to 0.5 keVin Kim and Fabbiano 2003a). Clearly, data with lessangular and spetral resolution than Chandra's wouldnot (1) allow to separate point soures from di�useemission, giving a mistaken larger radius for the hothalo, and a more relaxed radial distribution; (2) alsothe temperature of the halo may appear larger thanit really is, beause of ontamination with the harderLMXB emission, if these annot be removed spatiallyor spetrally; (3) the halo may not be in a state of hy-drostati equilibrium, if for example is subjet to windsat the outer radii, as it may be the ase in NGC 1316where the radio jets have been likely interating withthe hot ISM. This type of unertainty is ommon to allpre-Chandra mass measurements of X-ray faint E andS0 galaxies: beause of the problems exempli�ed in thease of NGC 1316, these measurements would tend toerr in exess, even if the hot ISM were in hydrostatiequilibrium.There are several other interesting subjets whihwe did not disuss here. They inlude: (1) the on-netion of LMXBs with globular lusters. Angellini etal. (2001) reported that 70% of LMXBs in NGC 1399(Figure 2) are oinident with globular lusters within aregion observed by the Hubble Spae Telesope, imply-ing that LMXBs are preferentially formed in globularlusters. If on�rmed, this onnetion will signi�antlyimprove our understanding of the formation and evolu-tion of binary stars. (2) Ultra luminous X-ray soures(ULX). Several brightest soures have their X-ray lu-minosity higher than that of stellar mass blak holebinaries, ie., Lx > 1039 erg se�1. If they emit X-rays isotropially (ie., unbeamed), the blak hole massof these systems are 100 - 1000 M�, intermediate be-tween stellar mass blak holes and super-massive blakholes in the enter of galaxies. Although their natureis not well understood, they are quite ommon as theyare reported in a rapidly-growing number of galaxies(eg., Humphrey et al 2003). (3) Low luminosity AGNs.As disussed briey in setion II, AGN luminosities intypial giant elliptial galaxies are often extremely sub-LEddington. Although several possibilities of radiativeineÆient aretion ows (or extreme obsuration) arebeing disussed (inluding e.g., ADAF, CDAF, and jet-



8 Kimdominated emission), the nature of the sub-EddingtonAGN is still puzzling (see Fabbiano et al. 2003).VI. SummaryHigh spatial resolution data obtained by the Chan-dra X-ray Observatory provide new insights in ourunderstanding of the hot ISM, LMXBs, and nuleus(AGN) in galaxies and the galaxy itself. In almost allgalaxies observed so far, the hot ISM is neither smoothnor featureless. Many interesting, �ne sub-struturesare being revealed, inluding shok fronts possibly as-soiated with nulear ativities in NGC 4636 (Figure 1)and X-ray valleys interating with radio jets in NGC1316 (�gure 3). A large number of LMXBs (often morethan 100 in a single galaxy) are individually identi�ed(Figure 2). The XLF of LMXBs is well reprodues witha single power law with (� � -1.3). The absene (orweakness) of the XLF bump at LX;Eddington, whih isexpeted in the Eddington-limited aretion suggeststhat the Eddington limit may not be ritial. Beausethe XLF of LMXBs in early type galaxies is steep,there are still a signi�ant number of undeteted, faintLMXBs. With the hidden population of LMXBs, themetal abundane is about one solar or ould be evenas high as a few times solar, whih is then onsistentwith stellar evolution models. The abundane ratio ofFe and �-elements suggests that about a half of the Femass is originated from SN Ia.This work was supported by NASA grant GO1-2082X and NAG5-9965.REFERENCESAnderson, E., & Grevesse, N. 1989, Geohim. Cosmohim.Ata, 53, 197.Angellini, L., Loewenstein, M. & Mushotzky, R. F. 2001,ApJ, 557, L35Arabadjis, J. S., & Bregman. J. N. 1999, ApJ 510, 806.Arimoto, N., Matsushita, K., Ishimaru, Y., Ohashi, T., &Renzini, A 1997, ApJ, 477, 128Awaki, H., Mushotzky, R. F., Tsuru, T., Fabian, A. C.,Fukazawa, Y., Loewinstein, M., Makishima, K., Mat-sumoto, H., Matsushita, K., Mihara, T., Ohashi, T.,Riker, G. R., Serlemitsos, P. J., Tsusaka, Y., & Ya-mazaki, T 1994, PASJ, 46, L65.Blanton, E. L., Sarazin, C. L., & Irwin, J. A. ApJ, 2001,552.Belzynski et al. 2003, in preparationBuote, D. A., & Fabian, A. C. 1998, MN, 296, 977Buote, D. et al. 2002. ApJ, submittedDavis, D. S. & White, R. E. III 1996, ApJ, 470, L35Ekers, R. D., Gross, W. M., Wellington, K. J., Bosma, A.,Smith, R. M., & Shweizer, F. 1983, AA, 127, 361Galmire, G. P. 1997, AAS, 190, 3404Geldzahler, B. J., & Fomalont, E. B. 1984, AJ, 89, 1650
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